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Questions
1. How are English loanwords adapted into Spanish?
2. Do different varieties of Spanish differ in the phonological forms of loans?
3. If loans are adapted into similar varieties differently, what does this mean?
4. When is loanword adaptation phonologically-aware, and when is it phonologically-naive?
5.What drives the selection of loanword adaptation mechanisms? Does variation in loanword

adaptation correspond to variation in the mechanism of adaptation itself, or in some aspect of
the phonological grammar, or in the perceptual and acoustic space? How do we know?

Two mechanisms for loanword adaptation
A classification after Calabrese (2009):
• Phonological repair: L2 phonological information is involved in adaptation. Speakers acquire an
underlying representation of an item in L2, and coerce this into the phonological grammar of L1,
producing a surface form that conforms to L1 phonotactics (but not necessarily to L2 phonetic detail)
(LaCharité & Paradis 2005).
–Assumption: An initial population of speakers must have underlying forms for both recipient (R)
& source (S) languages → that is, a bilingual population.

•Acoustic repair: L2-naive reanalysis. Repairs are driven solely by the action of L1 perceptual sys-
tems on the foreign acoustic signal, with no recourse to L2 phonological systems (Silverman 1992,
Peperkamp & Dupoux 2003, Peperkamp 2005).
–Assumption: No phonological knowledge of the source language is involved.

If two similar phonologies treat the same loanword differently, what does it mean about the mech-
anism by which adaptation took place?

Loanword adaptation in Spanish
What do Spanish listeners do with English /ʌ/? We consider the adaptation of /2/-containing English
words (such as Tupper(ware), punk, rugby) into different varieties of Spanish, all of which share the
same 5-vowel system /i-e-a-o-u/.
• English /ʌ/ is often both fronted and lowered – [ʌ ∼ ɜ ∼ ɐ] – particularly in American varieties. The
perceptual input is in the lower half of the vowel space; see figure 2.

• Candidate /a/ wins → this is a plausible acoustic repair, particularly in a system in which cardinal
/a/ is relatively centralised.

• Candidate /o/ wins → this is less acoustically close, and adds [+round]. Can this still be
phonologically-driven (L2-sensitive) repair?

• Candidate /u/ wins → orthographic motivation?
If the winning candidates differ across Spanish-speaking regions:
1. Either: different outcomes are caused by different adaptation strategies; or
2.The type of repair doesn’t vary; all dialects apply the same acoustic repair, but different dialects

have different perceptual spaces.

Survey 1: Adaptations
We carried out an online survey which asked subjects from different Spanish-speaking countries
(N=188) about adaptations of English words containing /2/. The survey showed pictures corre-
sponding to these words and asked subjects to choose one of three possible adaptations: translit-
erations into Spanish, e.g. panc, ponc, punc, or an “I don’t use this word” option. Results appear in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Adaptations of 10 English words in Spanish in 6 different countries.

Results
• Two defined patterns in terms of non-orthography motivated (GLM, χ2 = 837.67, df = 1, p <
0.01)
– /a/-preferring varieties: Argentina, Chile, Spain
– /o/-preferring varieties: Puerto Rico, Mexico

• /o/-adaptations are more frequent in countries with higher rates of bilingualism (do not conflate
this with L2-proficiency!). If /o/-adaptations are ‘phonological repair’, then this is in line with
hypotheses that phonological repair corresponds to rates of bilingualism (Heffernan 2007).

• How does this correspond to acoustics? Across Spanish, there is a spectrum of vowel-spaces
from ‘most centralised’ (Chile; see Sadowsky 2012 for a detailed overview) to ‘most peripheral’;
Mexico (Grijalva et al. 2013), Argentina (Godínez 1978).

•What can we find out about the perceptual space?
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Figure 2: F1–F2 reference values for Chilean and Mexican speakers of Spanish.

Survey 2: The /a/ – /o/ perceptual space
A second online experiment, this time with a perceptual task. Acoustic stimuli along two 7-step
continua built with the Praat Klatt synthesizer (Boersma & Weenink 2017). Continua extrapolated
from two sets of endpoint values: Chilean (Sadowsky, 2012) and Mexican (Grijalva et al 2013) ref-
erence values for /a/ and /o/. Figure 2 shows reference values. Listeners from Chile (N=7) and
Mexico (N=6) categorised the stimuli into the Spanish categories /a/, /e/, and /o/. Each listener
heard stimuli from both continua, 4 times each.
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Figure 3: Perception of the Chilean and Mexican /a/-/o/ space by Chilean and Mexican
speakers of Spanish.

Figure 4: k-NN simulation: Chilean vs. Mexican /a/ - /o/ perceptual space.

Results
• Figure 3: Chilean listeners more readily accept centralised values as tokens of either endpoint
than Mexican listeners do. Values that are most /ʌ/-like are well-categorised as /a/ by Chilean
listeners, and very variably categorised by Mexican listeners. Rate of /a/-responses on Chilean
stimuli shows a significant effect of the listener’s country of origin (GLM, χ2 = 9.774, df =
1, p < 0.01).

• Along the ‘Mexican’ continuum, performance is very similar; along the ‘Chilean’ continuum,
Mexican listeners perceive much more fronting (GLM, χ2 = 23.48, df = 1, p < 0.01).

• In order to think about these results in F1-F2 space, k-nearest neighbours-classification (kNN)
trained on the set of results, applied to a test dataset consisting of a grid of points at 5Hz spacing.
Misclassification error ∼ 0.2. Figure 4 gives best-guess interpolated perceptual boundaries.

Interim conclusions
• For Chilean listeners, there is a neat match between the expected output of acoustic strategies (/a/),
and perceptual response: Chilean listeners categorise the most /ʌ/-like points in the space as /a/.

• Although Mexican listeners differ in perceptual response from Chilean listeners, there is a mis-
match between their perceptual response and the output of loanword adaptation. Our best option
seems to be the suggestion of phonological repair.

• Heffernan 2007: loanword adaptation is driven by acoustic information and perception when bilin-
gualism is low-incidence, and representations when bilingualism is high-incidence. This works:
Mexico and Puerto Rico pattern together both in best candidate vowel and in high incidence of
functional bilingualism; Argentina and Chile pattern together in the opposite way.
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